Recently there have been significant interests in the spin hydrodynamic generation phenomenon from multiple disciplines of physics. Such phenomenon arises from global polarization effect of microscopic spin by macroscopic fluid rotation and is expected to occur in the hot quark-gluon fluid (the "subatomic swirl") created in relativistic nuclear collisions. This was indeed discovered in experiments which however revealed an intriguing puzzle: a polarization difference between particles and anti-particles. We suggest a novel application of a general connection between rotation and magnetic field: a magnetic field naturally arises along the fluid vorticity in the charged subatomic swirl. We establish this mechanism as a new way for generating long-lived in-medium magnetic field in heavy ion collisions. Due to its novel feature, this new magnetic field provides a nontrivial explanation to the puzzling observation of a difference in spin hydrodynamic generation for particles and anti-particles in heavy ion collisions.
While this basic mechanism is simple and generic, it has not been previously applied to a very distinctive fluid system -the hot subatomic fluid consisting of strongly interacting elementary particles such as quarks, gluons as well as hadrons. This highly relativistic fluid is at extreme among various fluid systems ever achieved in laboratories, with the highest temperature (~10 12 K), flowing over the smallest spatial scale (~10 −15 m) and shortest time scale (~10 −23 sec). The present study will take a novel step to expand the territory of the mechanism into such hitherto unexplored extreme regime and establish its presence in the charged subatomic swirl. By using information about the fluid vorticity and net electric charge density (particularly in low beam energy region) from nuclear stopping in heavy ion collisions, we will estimate the magnitude of this new magnetic field. Furthermore, we will show that a novel feature of such a magnetic field is its considerably long lifetime (as compared with any previously known source of magnetic field in heavy ion collisions), due to the persistence of fluid vorticity (by virtue of angular momentum conservation). This feature turns out to be crucial in making important contributions to the spin hydrodynamic generation in heavy ion collisions and providing a nontrivial explanation of the observed difference in particle/anti-particle global polarization.
Demonstration of the Mechanism
The main purpose of this Section is to demonstrate the aforementioned mechanism, i.e. the generation of magnetic field by swirling charges. This connection is to be explicitly shown both at single-particle level and at many-particle level in the fluid dynamics framework. In the last subsection, we derive a concrete relation to connect magnetic field and fluid vorticity in a charged fluid vortex model, which shall then be applied later for estimating magnetic field in heavy ion collisions.
Magnetic field of a swirling charged particle. We first demonstrate the main point, i.e. relation of magnetic field and rotation for a charged system, with the example of a single charged particle: see Fig. 1 (left).
Let us start with the simplest case, a classical relativistic charged particle (with charge qe and mass m), undergoing a uniform circular motion at an angular speed ω 0 with a radius ρ 0 . The corresponding electric current is simply = ω π I qe 2 0 . Let us set up a cylindrical coordinate system ρ ϕ z ( , , ) with the circle on the = z 0 plane and the center of the circle at the origin. The magnetic field within the circle on the = z 0 plane points along the ẑ direction and is given by:
ρ
/R 0 and the K x ( ) and E x ( ) are the complete elliptic integral of the first and second kind. Along the symmetry axis away from the = z 0 plane, the magnetic field is simply =
Clearly one recognizes the existence of magnetic field associated with the swirling charged particle, in line with our general expectation ω ∝ qe B ( ) . It is also easy to see that the angular momentum of this particle,
0 0 2 0 0 penetrating through the circle, i.e. ∝ Φ L B . One can demonstrate the same for a quantum mechanical particle constrained on a 1D circle of radius R 0 on x-y plane. In this case the quantum mechanical wave function is simply
with angular momentum  = L k along ẑ. The electric current is given by
. Similarly the magnetic field along ẑ at the center is given by = Magnetic field of a swirling charged fluid. We now consider a many-body fluid system that has nonzero vorticity as well as nonzero charge density, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (right) . The connection between magnetic field and vorticity in charged fluid could be demonstrated in general. From Maxwells equations we have: In an ideal fluid with nonzero charge density ≠ n 0 and fluid field u μ , the electric current can be expressed as = .
μ μ J neu (4) So we will have:
where ω = ∂ − ∂ µν µ ν ν µ u u is the relativistic kinetic vorticity tensor. If the charge density is homogeneous or only very slowly varying, we can keep only the first term in the above and obtain
In the above derivation we have used the relationship ε ε ε ε ε
a a a a a 0 and the Gauss-Farady Law ε ∂ = µνρσ ν ρσ F 0. The above relation clearly demonstrates the direct connection between vorticity and magnetic field in a charged fluid. This becomes even more transparent for static case in the fluid local rest frame:
implying a nonzero magnetic field in charged fluid with nonzero vorticity. While our analysis is based on similar equations as general magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) 56, 57 , we consider physical systems with nonzero net charge density which is in a regime away from typical ideal MHD analysis (e.g. 54 ) and bears different constituent relation for the current.
A concrete relation for a charged fluid vortex. To make this connection concrete, let us consider a general fluid vortex structure. In the following analysis we adopt the global lab frame in which the results would be most transparent and more convenient for later application. We describe the vortex with a velocity profilê
The fluid vortex extends along ẑ direction with a finite transverse size R 0 , with the velocity field vanishing for ρ > R 0 . It should also vanish at the center, i.e.
For such a velocity profile, the corresponding vorticity is given by Note in defining the above average, we include a weighing factor ρ n ( ) 2 in a role like moment of inertia which connects angular momentum with vorticity.
We then solve the corresponding magnetic field from the Maxwell's equation ∇ × = B J and obtain
The magnetic field is the strongest at the center:
The average magnetic field can be given by where we have done integration by part for the last step. By comparing Eq. (9) and Eq. (12), we obtain the key result that connects the magnetic field with the vorticity: 
R 0 2 is the transverse area of the fluid vortex. The above relation suggests that there exists an average magnetic field in a charged fluid vortex, which is linearly proportional to the charge density as well as the average fluid vorticity. This simple relation can be applied as a new mechanism for generating magnetic field in heavy ion collisions, as we shall discuss next.
new Mechanism for Magnetic field in Heavy ion collisions
In heavy ion collisions, there exist nonzero vorticity structures and a nonzero charge density in the created hot fluid. Given the connection between magnetic field and the vorticity in a charged fluid in Eq. (13), we propose this as a novel mechanism for the generation of magnetic field in such collisions. A key factor for this to work, which was not previously studied, is that the considerable net electric charge density (particularly in low beam energy region) would remain in the bulk system during its evolution. In the rest of this Section, we will estimate the magnitude of this new magnetic field for the first time. We will also show that such magnetic field has considerably long duration as compared with previously known source of magnetic field in these collisions.
The vorticity structures in heavy ion collisions have been computed in various approaches. Let us take (20-50)% centrality of AuAu collisions at RHIC in the (10~200) GeV energy region as our example, which corresponds to the global hyperon polarization measurements by STAR 47 . One can extract average vorticity ω y (along the out-of-plane direction) from AMPT simulations 37, 38, 40, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] conveniently for a wide beam energy span. Note such vorticity decreases with time in a given collision. We show in Fig. 2 (left) such average vorticity values (in unit of MeV corresponding to 1.5 × 10 19 sec −1 ) as a function of beam energy s NN for an early time moment τ = .
0 50 fm/c or equivalently τ = . × − sec 1 6 10 24 (solid curve) and a late time moment τ = . 5 0 fm/c or equivalently τ = . × − 1 6 10 sec 23 (dashed curve), with the shaded band giving an idea of the expected range. Clearly the vorticity strongly increases toward low beam energy.
Let us then estimate the charge density n in the fireball. The charge density at late time may be extracted from freeze-out conditions. For example, based on AMPT simulations, one can extract the following parameterization for charge density at freeze-out:
. − . + . ). (We note in passing that these estimates are in consistency with chemical freeze-out conditions extracted via thermal models, see e.g. 63, 64 ). The charge density in the fireball also strongly depends on time due to the fireball expansion and is significantly larger at earlier time. One can verify with explicit AMPT simulations that at the early time the charge density would be about one order of magnitude higher than that at freeze-out time. We show in Fig. 2 (middle) the charge density values as a function of beam energy s for an early time moment τ = .
0 5 fm/c or equivalently τ = . × − 1 6 10 sec 24 (solid curve) and at freeze-out (dashed curve), with the shaded band between them giving an idea of the expected range. The charge density also strongly increases toward low beam energy, due to more significant stopping effect.
To use Eq. (13) for estimating the magnetic field, we still need the area perpendicular to the fluid vortex axis. In our case, that would be the fireball cross-sectional area on the reaction plane (usually labeled x-ẑ plane). For AuAu 20-50% collisions the spatial size along the impact parameter (x direction) can be reasonably estimated as = × −  R 4 fm 4 10 m 0 15
) which grows somewhat toward late time due to transverse expansion. The longitudinal size changes substantially with time due to strong expansion and also depends on rapidity window. For higher beam energy collisions, the longitudinal extension is initially small but grows very rapidly. For lower beam energy collisions, the longitudinal extension is not small from the beginning (due to less Lorentz contraction) yet grows less rapidly. In both cases, the relevant longitudinal size would presumably in the plausible range of (1~10) fm = (1~10) × 10 −15 m. For simplicity we use π ∼ A R 0 2 with ∼ = × − R 4 fm 4 10 m 0 15
as an order-of-magnitude average estimate. Putting all these together into Eq. (13), we thus obtain an estimate for the magnetic field eB arising from the charged fluid vortex in heavy ion collisions, as shown in Fig. 2 (right) . The solid/dashed curves are obtained from the upper/lower estimates for ω y and n Q (see solid/dashed curves respectively in the left and middle panels), with the shaded band between them giving an idea of the expected range. As one can see, a magnetic field on the order of magnitude ~. π m 0 01 2 (or equivalently ~10 12 Tesla) could be generated through this new mechanism. This magnetic field increases strongly toward lower beam energy. In the following we discuss two examples highly relevant to experimental measurements where this new mechanism may make considerable contributions.
Spin Hydrodynamic Generation by new Magnetic field
Given the long-lived magnetic field found above, it is natural to examine its implication for relevant experimental measurements in heavy ion collisions. As we shall shown in this Section, it turns out to be a novel source of contribution to the difference in spin hydrodynamic generation for particles and anti-particles. We will also briefly discuss its influence on the CME signal.
One interesting consequence of such a magnetic field, is its possible contribution to the measured difference in the global polarization of hyperons and anti-hyperons due to their opposite magnetic moments 65 . Under the presence of a magnetic field upon freeze-out, one expects: . The induced polarization difference ΔP as a function of beam energy is shown in Fig. 3 , in comparison with STAR data. Again the solid/ dashed curves are obtained from the upper/lower estimates for eB. Despite substantial error bars in current data, the comparison already clearly demonstrates that the proposed new mechanism of magnetic field from charged fluid vortex can induce a considerable difference in the hyperon/anti-hyperon polarizations that could account for a significant portion of the experimental measurements. This mechanism also leads to a trend in collisional beam energy that is consistent with the data. Upcoming measurements from the 2nd phase of RHIC beam energy scan program 64 would produce much more accurate data to test this mechanism.
Furthermore, such a new magnetic field may bear important impact for anomalous transport effects, such as the Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) and Chiral Magnetic Wave (CMW), in heavy ion collisions. The signal of these effects would depend upon the time-integrated strength of a magnetic field. Therefore contributions from long-lived magnetic field would be important. This may be particularly important for relatively lower collisional beam energies such as those available in RHIC Beam Energy Scan experiments. Let us make a simple estimate here. Take the average magnetic field strength to be about (0.01~0.06) π m 2 (with π m 1 2 corresponding to . × 3 3 10 Tesla 14 ) and the lifetime till freeze-out could be estimated as (5~10) fm/c (with = 1 fm c / 3 4 10 sec 24 . × − ), the time-integrated strength of the new magnetic field could reach an energy scale in the range of τ ∼  eB (5 60) MeV. This new contribution is at similar order of magnitude as the time-integrated strength of the initial vacuum magnetic field (see e.g. 49 ). Recent quantitative modeling of CME signals, based on the Anomalous-Viscous Fluid Dynamics (AVFD) 66, 67 , has also shown that a time-integrated magnetic field of this magnitude can contribute a substantial amount of charge separation signal. Therefore the proposed new mechanism of magnetic field from charged fluid vortex can also influence experimental signals of CME and CMW thus should be taken into account for modelings of these effects. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/
Summary
We have suggested a novel application of a general link between rotation and magnetic field in a charged fluid system. This generic connection has been conceptually demonstrated both at single-particle and at multi-particle level. Our analysis has for the first time established this mechanism as a new source for generating long-lived in-medium magnetic field in heavy ion collisions. Using the relation between magnetic field and vorticity derived in a simple fluid vortex model, estimates have been made for the magnitude of this new magnetic field arising from finite vorticity and net charge density in the colliding systems across a wide span of collisional beam energy. Such a magnetic field is found to rapidly increase toward lower beam energy and has a considerably longer lifespan than previously known source of magnetic field in these collisions. This novel feature has been shown to provide a nontrivial contribution toward the difference in spin hydrodynamic generation between particles and anti-particles and to account for a significant portion of the previously puzzling experimental measurements. In addition, it is also able to make a considerable contribution to the measurable signal of the Chiral Magnetic Effect.
We conclude this paper with an outlook into further exploration of this idea. Theoretically, a natural next step would be a quantitative computation of such a new magnetic field by extending a number of current evolution tools for studying magnetic field and vorticity driven effects [66] [67] [68] [69] . One may also think about ways to experimentally test this idea. The new magnetic field sensitively depends upon the charge density, fluid vorticity and system size. For example, one could contrast different colliding systems like the isobar pairs or compare the AuAu, AuCu, and CuCu colliding systems, which are found to have similar vorticity 38 but different system sizes and charge densities. Another possible way is to bin the events based on their final hadrons' charge asymmetry which is correlated with the charge density in the system and examine how the polarization splitting would vary with the charge asymmetry.
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